Simplex algorithm is a greedy algorithm which works as follows: Move from basis feasible solution to adjacent basis feasible solution such that objective function is "increased most possible" in each step.
-Initial solution -Iterative step -Optimality criteria
Complexity of Simplex
Klee and Minty (1975) . . .
The problem has n variables n constraints 2 n extreme points
Simplex, starting at x 

Convex hull
The smallest convex polyhedral which contains all integer points.
If constraints of an IP-model define the convex hull, then we can solve the problem efficiently. 
is integeral (provided that it is not empty).
Totally Unimodularity
Proposition 3 ("Property P") Let A be a
1¤ matrix with no more than two nonzero elements in each column. Then A is TU if and only if the rows of A can be divided in two subsets P 1 and P 2 such that if a column contains two nonzero elements, the following statements are true:
1 If both nonzero elements have the same sign, then one is in a row contained in P 1 and the other is in a row contained in P 2 .
2 If the two nonzero elements have opposite sign, then both are in rows contained in the same subset.
Example of TU
Three suppliers
¤ with a particular commodity.
Commodities cannot be split, hence IP problem. 
The model is TU, hence LP returns IP solutions 1 Problem can be formulated by a TU matrix 2 Problem can be solved efficiently 1 ¦ 2 is obvious, but frequently also 2 ¦ 1.
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Good and bad formulations
i) The straightforward formulation results in an IP model where the feasible region is already the convex hull of integer points.
ii) The problem can fairly easily be reformulated to give a feasible region corresponding to the convex hull of integer points.
iii) By reformulation it is possible to reduce the feasible region of the LP problem to nearer that of the convex hull of integer points.
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Good and bad formulations
i) The straightforward formulation defines the convex hull LP-solver will automatically return integer solution
Important to know if a problem is NP-hard
If we can prove that constraint matrix is TU then polynomially solvable
Good and bad formulations
ii) Reformulate to convex hull 
Choose M and m as tight as possible 18
To model x
where
Then (1) defines a smaller subset than (2) in LP model Solutions to (1) are also solutions to (2) Consider
Solutions to (2) exists which are not solutions to (1) Consider 
